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Abstract: The overconfidence of the decision maker is necessary to achieve good results and 

could inspire in others a sense of trust, but overconfidence can become an obstacle to decision-

making process. So, it can create problems for the organization as for example can damage the 

organization value, can lead to the loss of competitive advantages, reduction of the market 

share and incomes, weak tendency to innovation, too slow responses to changes, inaccurate 

risk evaluation, increased risk to bankruptcy etc. If overconfidence is accompanied by excessive 

optimism, it may become even more dangerous because the decision maker is confident that his 

abilities are better than those of others, but he is also convinced that the future will be favorable. 

Decisions taken under these conditions can have bad consequences, both in the economic and 

non-material aspect. 

The main goal of the research is to understand if there is a correlation between overconfidence 

and age. 210 managers have participated in the study. The intention is to identify variables and 

elements and to discover possible relationships between them, so as to be able to define some 

general reflections about the age impact on overconfidence. Starting from previous studies, 

which show a decline of cognitive and decisional abilities as age advances, it has been 

hypothesized that the correlation between age and overconfidence is negative. The processing 

and analysis of the collected data indicate that there is no correlation between these two 

variables. Thus, overconfidence is independent of age. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

aking bad decisions can be due to occasional or systematic errors made in any of the 

stages of the decision-making process [1]. Occasional mistakes may be related to the 

content of the information and its validity, or may refer to errors in understanding the 

problem or situation. Systematic errors are cognitive distortions repeated unconsciously. These 

may also be the result of errors in interpreting information or related to its reliability and 

accuracy. Cognitive distortions affect the different phases of the decision-making process and 

have negative effects on human behavior and relationships because they are not easily 

recognizable and avoidable. One of the cognitive distortions is also overconfidence. 

The confidence of the decision maker in his skills is necessary to achieve good results and to 

inspire confidence in others, but excessive confidence may become a barrier to good decisions 

[2]. The decision maker that believes in his abilities appears to others as an expert and thus 

affects their judgments. The bias of overconfidence has a huge influence on the behavior of the 

decision makers. Due to the excessive belief in personal abilities, the decisions made can be not 
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well thought out, hasty or driven by certain emotions that deform reality. If overconfidence is 

accompanied by excessive optimism, it may become even more dangerous because the decision 

maker is confident that his abilities are better than those of others but he is also convinced that 

the future will be favorable. Decisions taken under these conditions can have bad consequences, 

both in the economic and non-material aspect, negatively affecting the image of the 

organization, the level of know-how, and so on. 

2. AIM OF THE STUDY AND RESEARCH QUESTION 

The overconfidence of the decision maker is necessary to achieve good results and could inspire 

in others a sense of trust, but overconfidence can become an obstacle to the decision-making 

process. So, it can create problems for the organization as for example can damage the 

organization value, can lead to the loss of competitive advantages, reduction of the market share 

and incomes, weak tendency to innovation, too slow responses to changes, inaccurate risk 

evaluation, increased risk to bankruptcy etc.  

The main goal of the current research is to understand if there is a correlation between 

overconfidence and age. 210 managers have participated in the study. The intention is to 

identify variables and elements and to discover possible relationships between them, so as to 

be able to define some general reflections about the age impact on overconfidence. To support 

the main purpose, the research question is as follows: 

1. What is the age impact on the overconfidence?  

In consistency with the main goal and the research question the hypothesis to be tested is 

formulated as below: 

H1: The correlation between overconfidence and age is negative. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

For the current study was adopted the quantitative research and for the data collection was used 

the questionnaire, which was designed to investigate the relationship between overconfidence 

in the decision-making and age. The model used is the Scale of Rosenberg. This scale is 

designed to measure the individual’s orientation on himself and his perceptions of skills and 

abilities and is a very useful and widely used global measurement. However, there are some 

differences from the model of [3]. Thus, the original model includes 10 statements and is based 

on the Likert scale from 1-4. In the present research only 7 of 8 statements are the same as those 

of the Rosenberg model and must be evaluated on the Likert scale 1-5. 

To test the hypothesis of the research is first used the Pearson correlation coefficient and then 

is calculated the correlation coefficient of Spearman. The analysis is made on equal-interval 

scales, based on the sum of the scores for all the statements of the questionnaire.  

4. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Overconfidence is an important aspect that can differentiate adult behavior from that of young 

people referring to the decision making. However, it must be emphasized that the results of the 

studies in this regard are not convergent. Previously, [4] and [5] concluded that adults are less 
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prone to overconfidence, while [6] consider the opposite. Unlike these conclusions, [7] found 

the same level of overconfidence in both adults and young people. 

The differences between young people and adults about overconfidence can derive from the 

changes that cognitive and decisional skills endure over time. Once again, it must be 

emphasized that empirical evidence does not allow definitive conclusions to be drawn. As age 

advances, the individual undergoes substantial changes regarding the processing speed, 

memory, reasoning, concentration, and executive functions [8]. It has been shown that these 

changes move in the opposite direction with age. The decline of the memory and processing 

speed and also a greater recourse to simpler strategies lead adults to be more incoherent than 

young people about their decisions [9]. 

For making decisions, adults consider less information than young people [10]. The more 

information they have, the more difficult becomes for adults to distinguish between relevant 

and irrelevant information [11]. Furthermore, the authors suggest that the more experience the 

decision maker has, the more he relies on pre-built preferences. Based on this assumption, [12] 

concluded that adult preferences are more stable and help them to quickly identify relevant 

information. [13] have noted that adults prefer to decide in contexts where there are few possible 

solutions, while [14] have shown that to eliminate alternatives, adults tend not to consider all 

the information available. Over time the operational memory is reduced. This leads adults to 

have difficulty in keeping various information in mind and making comparisons [15]. 

The impact of age on decision-making can affect the quality of decisions taken [16]. The 

question that arises is whether really there are differences in the skills and quality of decisions 

related to age. According to [17] adults adopt different strategies in information processing, but 

decision-making skills do not become worse. On the other hand, [15] believes that adults tend 

to avoid decision-making and seek less information, but as age advances we do not have a 

decline of the decision-making skills, but we can note the use of different strategies and 

cognitive processes. 

When talking about the impact of age on the skills and quality of decisions it might be 

interesting to consider the relationship between age and wisdom. Defining wisdom is not easy. 

However, it can be stated that wisdom refers to intelligence and ability to understand complex 

problems and relationships, and increases following a wide range of positive and negative 

experiences [18]. In this regard, it could be concluded that adult decision maker are wiser, which 

means they are able to better understand complex situations and thus make more effective 

decisions. The empirical evidence is also contradictory in this case. [19] did not found 

differences between young people and adults. However, adults showed a high level of 

performance for problems or situations that they considered of particular importance. On the 

other hand [20] have concluded that as age advances, the decision-making skills become worse 

and consequently the quality of decisions taken decreases. It has been shown that adult 

decisions in the financial field are of lower quality than the financial decisions of young people 

[16]. 

It is interesting to consider the effect that experience can have on the quality of decisions. In 

this regard we may think that adults make better decisions than young people because of the 

higher experience. Again, empirical evidence does not offer definitive conclusions. Thus, [21] 

argues that competent and more experienced people need the same time as individuals who are 

new in the workplace to make a decision, but the decision made is better. On the other hand, 

[22] found a lower decision-making performance in adults with more experience. Adults in 
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some circumstances make better decisions than young people because of the higher experience 

[23]. 

It must be emphasized that the relationship between overconfidence and age is much more 

complex than it may seem. Thus, overconfidence does not occur in all situations. To understand 

this we must refer to the theory of perceived self-efficacy [24]. When a particular decision is 

placed in a context that is relatively familiar to the decision maker, personal knowledge is 

favored, which contributes to higher self-efficacy assessments leading to overconfidence. On 

the contrary, unfamiliar contexts can lead the decision maker to think that does not have the 

necessary skills to decide effectively, making him underconfident. Thus, the same decision 

maker can be overconfident about a decision, but can feel underconfident in another situation. 

5. EMPIRICAL APPROACH 

As noted earlier, the relationship age-overconfidence is quite complex. Starting from the results 

of empirical evidences definitive conclusions cannot be formulated. Some of them report a 

positive correlation between the two variables, others a negative correlation, and still others no 

correlation. Taking into consideration also the numerous studies on the relationship between 

age and cognitive and decisional skills, most of which report a negative correlation between the 

variables, it has been hypothesized that adults are less overconfident than young people. Thus, 

the hypothesis to be tested is formulated as follows: 

H1: The correlation between overconfidence and age is negative 

  

Table 1: Pearson correlation coefficient for age-overconfidence 

Value df 
Asymp. Sig. 

(2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square .971 6 .987

Likelihood Ratio 1.148 6 .979

Linear-by-Linear Association .000 1 .985

N of Valid Cases 210

Table 2: Spearman correlation coefficient for age-overconfidence 

The group of 

factors for 

Section 1: 

Over- 

confidence 

(summation 

at intervals) 

Age 

Spearman’s 

rho 

The group of factors for 

Section 1:  

Overconfidence 

(summation at intervals) 

Correlation 

Coefficient 
1.000 -.001

Sig. (2-tailed) . .988

N 210 210

Age 

Correlation 

Coefficient 
-.001 1.000

Sig. (2-tailed) .988 .

N 210 210
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Referring to Tables 1 and 2 we note a statistically irrelevant relationship between age and 

overconfidence. The correlation coefficient of Spearman is negative, but shows once again that 

between the two variables there is no correlation (Sig = p = 0.988> 0.05; rs = -0.001). 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The current research was focused on overconfidence, which is considered an important factor 

that can influence the decision effectiveness. The basic idea of the study is that a certain level 

of overconfidence is important to make good decisions, but if we exaggerate then the 

consequences are negative. More specifically, the current research tries to explore how 

overconfidence is influenced by age. Starting from previous studies, that show a decline of 

cognitive and decisional abilities as age advances and that adults are aware of this, it has been 

hypothesized that the correlation between age and overconfidence is negative. The processing 

and analysis of the collected data indicate that there is no correlation between these two 

variables. Thus, overconfidence is independent of age. 

It would be interesting to understand the reasons of these results, and then to investigate the 

topic in depth. For example, we may investigate how experience, the perception of control and 

self-attribution influence overconfidence. 
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APPENDIX A 

Please, highlight your attitude for each of 

the statements below. 
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1. I feel that I have a number of good qualities.      

2. I certainly feel useless at times.      

3. 
I am able to do things as well as most other 

people. 
     

4. I feel I do not have much to be proud of.      

5. On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.      

6. I wish I could have more respect for myself.      

7. I take a positive attitude toward myself.      

8. 
Within the organization, others have better 

decision-making skills than mine.  
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